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TELEVISION 
  

90 Day Fiancé: Happily Ever After?; The Other Way; Season 7; Before the 90 Day, 
TLC, Editor 
Edited various episodes of this show and its specials which follow international couples as 
they attempt to overcome cultural barriers and family drama while in search of true love that 
knows no borders. 

 
Returning the Favor, Facebook Watch, Editor 
Edited casting tapes for this new show featuring Mike Rowe as he travels the country 
searching for people who put their community over themselves and shines a spotlight on their 
contributions. 

 
PD Cam, A&E, Editor 
Editor on the Live PD spinoff series detailing the harrowing events caught live through law 
enforcement bodycam POV. 

 
Shade, Fusion, Editor 
Edited various episodes of this new docu-soap about New York City drag queens. 

 
Date Night Live, Lifetime, Editor 
Edited various episodes of this new live dating show. 
 

Live PD: Police Patrol, A&E, Editor 
Edited this thirty-minute show following police officers on their patrols. 
 

Live PD, A&E, Editor 
Edited various episodes of this reality series which follows police officers as they patrol their 
communities. 
 
Black Ink Crew, VH1, Editor 
Edited and finished various episodes of one of VH1’s most popular docu-soaps, which follows 
the dysfunctional employees of a tattoo parlor located in Harlem, NY. 

 
Hustle and Soul, WeTV, Editor 
Edited one episode of this docu-soap set in the famous soul-food restaurant, The Pink Tea 
Cup, where we follow head chef and owner Lawrence Page as he attempts to achieve one of 
the highest honors in the restaurant business - a Michelin star. 
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Single Dad Seeking, TLC, Editor 
Edited and finished various episodes, follows the journey of single fathers looking for love as 
they juggle raising their own children. 

 
Dirty Rotten Survival, National Geographic, Editor 
Edited episode “Timber!”, a reality series that follows a contractor, an engineer, and a 
survivalist as they combat the elements in the most rural and desolate areas in the country. 

 
Wild West Alaska, Animal Planet, Editor 
Edited and finished various episodes, hour-long reality comedy series following the crew of 
“Wild West Guns,” a gun shop in Anchorage, Alaska. 

 
Psychic Matchmaker, TLC, Editor 
Edited an episode, a half-hour documentary series which stars Deborah Graham, a Florida 
psychic who uses her preternatural gift to find her clients’ soul mates. 

 
Mom Flippers, HGTV, Editor 
Edited one-hour reality show pilot which follows two friends who decide to start their own 
business of buying and flipping houses. 

 
Pawn Stars, History Channel, Editor 
Edited and finished various episodes of Pawn Stars, a half-hour series which chronicles the 
Harrison Family’s Las Vegas Pawn Shop. 

 
Counting Cars, History Channel, Editor 
Edited and finished two episodes of Counting Cars, a half-hour series which follows Danny 
Koker and his team making on-the-spot purchases of vintage cars and customizing them in 
their Las Vegas shop. 

 
The Bronson Pinchot Project, D.I.Y., Editor 
Edited two episodes, a half-hour home makeover series. 

 
Baitcar, TruTv, Editor 
Edited and finished various episodes, half-hour verite series that captures car thieves in the 
act. 

 
Ten Grand In Your Hand, D.I.Y., Editor 
Edited two episodes, half-hour makeover series. 

 
The Vanilla Ice Project, D.I.Y., Editor 
Edited two episodes, half-hour home makeover series that showcases Rob Van Winkle (Vanilla 
Ice) demonstrating his vast knowledge of home renovation in Palm Beach, Florida. 

 
The Best of Amazing Wedding Cakes, WeTV, Editor 
Edited and finished hour-long documentary special that recaps the exploits of six bakeries 
creating bold, original, and extravagant wedding cakes. 
 

Farmers’ Almanac TV, PBS, Editor 
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A half-hour magazine program about rural life in the modern era. 

 
 
FEATURES & SHORTS 
  

Uncertainty Principle (Short Narrative), Editor 
A musical comedy about a maid who bumps into a scientist during the night shift and falls 
instantly in love. 

 
Siren (Short Narrative), Editor/Producer/Director  
A frustrated musician who moonlights as a therapist is drawn to a new patient who possesses 
the musical inspiration she’s been searching for. 

 
Kid Sister (Short Narrative), Editor 
Drama about a young girl who discovers her older sister is bulimic. 

 
Empty Fields (Short Narrative), Editor 
Drama about a serial killer who bonds with a young girl over the course of the day after he 
murders her grandparents.  
 

Sober (Short Narrative), Writer/Director/Editor/Producer 
A psychological thriller about a civilian POW who is being held for possessing key information 
which can end the war. 
 
 
WEB/BRANDED CONTENT 
  

Blum Center for Health  True Facet    FarmersChile.com 
 
Princeton Review   Long Island Theatre Collective Voiladida 
 
Uncanny Nerd 
 
 
 
MUSIC VIDEOS 
  

“They Tried to Bury Us…” 
Director: Daisy Bugarin 
 
 
 
EDUCATION 
  

Savannah College of Art and Design  
Master of Fine Arts in Film and Television  
November 2007 

 
University of Central Florida 
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Bachelor of Arts in Cinema Studies; Bachelor of Arts in Creative Writing; Minor in Philosophy 
August 2004 
 

 
SKILLS 
  

Proficient In: 
Avid Media Composer, Adobe Premiere/Media Encoder, Final Cut Pro, Adobe Encore DVD/DVD 
Studio Pro, Apple Compressor/Cleaner/Sorensen Squeeze 
 

Familiar With: 
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Audition, Adobe After-Effects, Da Vinci Resolve  
 


